AGN1 PURANAM.
the high fever, the Satata fever,* one attended with corn-
plications, mixed remittent fever and accidental fever. Do
thou cut off the sufferings (18—19). The diseases of the
eye, the complaints of the head, diseases of the belly and
stomach, difficulty of breathing, excessive breathing, burning
of the body, trembling, diseases of the organ of smelling
and feet, leprosy, consumption, fistula, all the forms of
dysentry, diseases of the mouth, chest diseases, stone in the
bladder, strangury (difficulty in passing urine), diseases of
the generative organ, gonorrhoea and other dreadful diseases*
those originating from the wind, bile and phlegm respec-
tively and those caused by the derangement of all these three,
accidental diseases, boils, pustules, Erysepelas—may all these
disappear on being cleansed by Vasudeva (20—24). May
all these be destroyed by the recitation of Vishnu's name j
may all these innumerable ailments be completely done away
with on being struck by Hart's discus- (25). The recitation
of the names of Achyuta, Ananta and Govinda destroys all
the diseases. Verily, verily do I say so (26).
The poison of animate beings and inanimate objects, the
artificial poison, that of the teeth and nails, that of the
sky, that of the spider and various other insects—may
all these and various other dreadful poisons be destroyed
by JanSrddana on the recitation of his name (a?—28). The
planets, evil stars, the female goblins, Vetalas, Pishacas,
Gandharvas, Yakshas, Rikshasas, Shakuni, PutanS and other
she-devils, Vaiua L-.r^s, Mukbaraandins, the wily Revati, the
old Revati, the evil planets called Vriddfiakas, the Matri-
Grahas—may the recitation of tae early life of Vishnu
destroy all these evil agencies which try -to destroy the
children (29—31), May the looks of the Man-lion con-,
some, alt these evil agents which infest old age* boy-
hood and -youth (33). May tfce grim-visaged and highly
* One of the varieties of intermittent few which has two paroxysms
daily.

